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	Which one of the these is the most important in the WLAN troubleshooting methodology among those listed?
Which one of the these is the most important in the WLAN troubleshooting methodology among those listed?A . Interview the network manager about the issues being experiencedB . Talk to the end users about their experiencesC . Observe the problemD . Obtain detailed knowledge of the wireless vendors debug and logging options View Answer Answer: [&#8230;]
The post Which one of the these is the most important in the WLAN troubleshooting methodology among those listed? appeared first on PdfPrep.com.
	Which one of the following is required for Wi-Fi integration in laptop-based Spectrum Analyzer software?
Which one of the following is required for Wi-Fi integration in laptop-based Spectrum Analyzer software?A . A supported WLAN adaptor with a customized driverB . Any 802.11 wireless adaptorC . A dual radio spectrum analyzer cardD . SNMP read credentials to the WLAN controller or APs View Answer Answer: C Prev QuestionNext Question
The post Which one of the following is required for Wi-Fi integration in laptop-based Spectrum Analyzer software? appeared first on PdfPrep.com.
	Which piece of information Is not transmitted in an HT PDDU header?
Which piece of information Is not transmitted in an HT PDDU header?A . Number of Spatial StreamsB . PPDU lengthC . Channel numberD . MCS index View Answer Answer: D Prev QuestionNext Question
The post Which piece of information Is not transmitted in an HT PDDU header? appeared first on PdfPrep.com.
	Which one of the following portions of information is communicated in the PHY Header?
Which one of the following portions of information is communicated in the PHY Header?A . Signal strengthB . Date rateC . SNRD . Noise View Answer Answer: D Prev QuestionNext Question
The post Which one of the following portions of information is communicated in the PHY Header? appeared first on PdfPrep.com.
	When performing packet capture (in a non-FT environment) which frames are required in order for PSK frame decryption to be possible?
Given a protocol analyzer can decrypt WPA2-PSK data packets providing the PSK and SSID are configured in the analyzer software. When performing packet capture (in a non-FT environment) which frames are required in order for PSK frame decryption to be possible?A . AuthenticationB . ReassociationC . 4-Way HandshakeD . Probe Response View Answer Answer: C [&#8230;]
The post When performing packet capture (in a non-FT environment) which frames are required in order for PSK frame decryption to be possible? appeared first on PdfPrep.com.
	However, the network team is concerned that this new system will interface with the existing WLAN and has asked you to investigate the impact of the two systems operating simultaneously in the 2.4 GHz band. When performing Spectrum Analysis, which question could you answer by looking at the FFT plot?
ABC International has installed a new smart ZigBee controlled lighting system. However, the network team is concerned that this new system will interface with the existing WLAN and has asked you to investigate the impact of the two systems operating simultaneously in the 2.4 GHz band. When performing Spectrum Analysis, which question could you answer [&#8230;]
The post However, the network team is concerned that this new system will interface with the existing WLAN and has asked you to investigate the impact of the two systems operating simultaneously in the 2.4 GHz band. When performing Spectrum Analysis, which question could you answer by looking at the FFT plot? appeared first on PdfPrep.com.
	802.11k Neighbor Requests and Neighbor Reports are sent in what type of Management Frames?
802.11k Neighbor Requests and Neighbor Reports are sent in what type of Management Frames?A . RRMB . ActionC . BeaconD . Reassociation Request and Reassociation Response View Answer Answer: C Prev QuestionNext Question
The post 802.11k Neighbor Requests and Neighbor Reports are sent in what type of Management Frames? appeared first on PdfPrep.com.
	Which one of the following should be the first step when troubleshooting a WLAN issue?
Which one of the following should be the first step when troubleshooting a WLAN issue?A . Identify capture locationsB . Identify probable causesC . Perform an initial WLAN scan and see if any obvious issues stand outD . Define the problem View Answer Answer: D Prev QuestionNext Question
The post Which one of the following should be the first step when troubleshooting a WLAN issue? appeared first on PdfPrep.com.
	Which one of the best following is an advantage of using display filters instead of capture-time filters?
Which one of the best following is an advantage of using display filters instead of capture-time filters?A . Display filters allow for focused analysis on just the packets of interestB . Once created display filters are reusable for later capturesC . Display filters only hide the packets from view and the filtered packets can be [&#8230;]
The post Which one of the best following is an advantage of using display filters instead of capture-time filters? appeared first on PdfPrep.com.
	hexadecimal value to indicate it is hexadecimal?
Protocol analyzers may present field values in either binary, decimal or hexadecimal. What precedes a hexadecimal value to indicate it is hexadecimal?A . 0xB . %C . HEXD . 16x View Answer Answer: A Prev QuestionNext Question
The post hexadecimal value to indicate it is hexadecimal? appeared first on PdfPrep.com.

